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history of social networks
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1st email sent through ARPAnet, a 
network for military and academic 
research

Usenet is started: Allows 
users to talk on bulletin 
boards

Chat rooms or 
Instant Relay Chat 
(IRC) started

BITNET started: informs 
users through emails

2500 websites on 
Internet

American Online (AOL) 
introduces the “buddylist” 
and instant messenger

45% of American households 
owned computers with 
Internet access

the number of people that use 
the email increases 48%



October 2003

 Mark Zuckerburg goes from dorm to dorm trying to hack the system to get  
           people’s information to make a prototype web site. 

 Hot-or-Not comparison of two Harvard students
 22,000 hits form 450 people

 Harvard didn’t find this acceptable and against specified privacy rules of the school

facebook history Baloun, Karel M. Inside Facebook: Life, Work and 
Visions of Greatness. Victoria, Canada: Trafford 
Publishing, 2007.



questions/intentions

How do people decide what is appropriate to put on their profile and 
what isn’t?



February 4, 2004
 
 thefacebook, the site’s original name,  was released
 
 Zuckerberg started the site with the information college kids wanted to know,  
          according to him, their sex lives and if they wanted to hook up

 Within the first 3 weeks there were more than 6,000 Harvard members

facebook history Baloun, Karel M. Inside Facebook: Life, Work and 
Visions of Greatness. Victoria, Canada: Trafford 
Publishing, 2007.



questions/intentions

How have students integrated facebook into their lives?

How do they use facebook?



If they use facebook to to stay in touch with old friends, do they also use it to make  
new friends?

How do they choose them?
 Common interests such as music, sports, politics, academics?
 Attractive people?

Pete Wentz of  
Fall Out Boy

questions/intentions



facebook knowledge

Making friends online

49%   of social network users (27% of online teens) make friends with strangers
          boys reported doing this more than girls

According to a high school student:
“Yes, like if you’re just on there and you’re looking through and you see a good-looking girl 
on there and she wants to be my friend I accept!” 

Amanda Lenhart. Teens, Privacy & Online 
Social Networks. PEW/INTERNET April  
2007.



background prep

PEW / INTERNET and American Life Project

Inside Facebook: Life, Work and Visions of Greatness

Internet culture

Communication Technology and Social Change: Theory and Implications

Societies and Cities in the Age of Instant Acess 



facebook research



facebook research: security

“When I joined facebook, it was only open to college students which was nice because 
there were fewer old men prowling around.” 

“I’m paranoid when it comes to my personal information and facebook does have the  
security features to protect anything you wouldn’t want others to see.”

“I choose facebook because it was just for college students ONLY! I [wish] it would go  
back that way because I used to go into groups and discuss important thing but now a high 
school kid comes in using profanity and ruining it for everyone else”



facebook research: adding friends

“I chose facebook because all my friends were on it and its easier to use than most other 
social networking sites.”

“What I like about facebook is the easy design and how user friendly it is. I also like the 
privacy setting added.”

“ I usually I only add people I don’t know if they somehow know people I actually do know. I 
might also add people I don’t know if they are interested in some of the same things, main-
ly politics and what goes on in the world.”

“I’ve added fictional characters on facebook − usually from television shows that I  
love, usually.”



synthesis

“I usually only add friends of friends…”

Abby

Nick

Katherine

Dan

Liz

Jasmine

John

Weija



synthesis
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Interviews: 3 individual
         1 dyad (best friends interviewed together)

Observations of people using facebook
         2 candid
         1 asked questions from the sidelines

Posted a Blog with in facebook
         Asked about peoples preferences about the site 

Created a new Facebook profile 

Take screen shots of people mini-feeds to observe what they do when they sign on

evidence gathering



proposal

To continue this study
          10 campuses around the country
 3 months
 Use student interns
 
 $100,000 to fund this research to  
           understand how not just friendships 
           but communities are formed over  
           the Internet



contribution to art

The overall simple design

Allows artists to interact and share their work

The use of the grid allows for continuity and clean lines 
that makes facebook very user friendly

How do we advance the interactive design and social networks? 



qualifications

I am a design student

I am an active member of facebook as well as other social networks

I have made friends with people I don’t really know

Interviewing experts on interactive design such as Facebook




